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The Valiryo experience

Feel the breeze of wellness

Since VALIRYO was launched on the market in 2014, more and more people have been investing in providing their clients with the possibility of feeling the breeze of personal wellness. Our work consisting of design, patenting, certification, manufacture and the expansion of our business has borne fruit, and VALIRYO is now recognised and enjoyed in many countries across the globe.

VALIRYO is not just a product. It’s a unique experience created to improve the world a little. We present you with the first warm air massage ever - the icing on the cake that was missing from our relaxing range of wellness services. VALIRYO is an innovative idea geared to caring for the body and mind, and which helps us to enjoy life to the maximum and to get the best out of ourselves.

Moreover, VALIRYO is an ecological revolution. This is the healthiest way of drying yourself today. Goodbye towels, goodbye germs, goodbye skin irritation... The use of VALIRYO instead of towels results in 90% economic and ecological savings, as it avoids the use of washing machines, detergents, driers, shelves... and the time required to collect them, hang them, fold them, put them away, etc...

The following pages will show you the keys to the VALIRYO experience. Information on its benefits, its elegant, comfortable design and the marketing opportunities it provides. We are sure you will be interested and can get together and invite your clients to undergo a completely new, unique and unforgettable sensory experience of health and wellness.

I sincerely hope to hear that you have decided to join the great VALIRYO family. That will also be a unique and special moment. The moment we begin to feel the breeze of wellness together.

Ion Esandi Mateo
The Managing Director of Valiryo
Wellness
WITHIN EVERYONE´S REACH
A new, unique and universal experience

It’s still possible to invent something new. VALIRYO is a pioneering experience consisting of blowing warm air on to the body used as a relaxing method. There are no similar products in the sector. And VALIRYO is here to stay.

Multiple clients

The VALIRYO warm air massage features a wide range of potential clients. This is a universal wellness experience, such as the desire to improve our quality of life.

HOTELS

The novelty and comfort make the difference

The hospitality sector is constantly striving to set new standards by improving the comfort of its clients. Nowadays, guests at many hotels enjoy a hydro massage in the shower, or even a room designed for relaxation. VALIRYO is a highly appealing accessory: innovative, affordable, elegant and easy to install and adapt, and provides economic and environmental savings.

WELLNESS CENTRES

The experience that was missing in relaxation

VALIRYO has arrived to complete the esteemed family of relaxation services. Spas, jacuzzis, hydro massages, etc., and now, the VALIRYO warm air massage. The novelty and the desire to expand users’ wellness possibilities make VALIRYO an undeniably attractive product for this sector.

CARE HOMES AND HOSPITALS

A product that empowers

VALIRYO provides independence to people who are incapable of drying themselves due to their age or a temporary or permanent disability. Drying yourself is an intimate moment and being able to do it yourself is great news. It also increases safety in wet areas of the bathroom, preventing the risk of falling or slipping as there is no need to crouch down or make demanding movements in order to dry yourself effectively.

CONTRACT

A new and original accessory

Architects, interior designers, decorators … professionals from the Contract distribution channel can now count on VALIRYO to enhance the comfort of their private, institutional and corporate clients. Once again, the novelty, together with the practical features of the product, make VALIRYO a fascinating proposal, both original and easy to implement.

THE HOME

Valiryo can be installed at home

VALIRYO is ideal for all ages and genres. The pleasure can be extended: the relaxing experience doesn’t have to end with your shower. The explanation: it is very easy to install in the shower in any bathroom, designed to last for a lifetime and the return on your investment is guaranteed.

TOURIST APARTMENTS

A service that provides a bonus

One of the handicaps of tourist apartments in relation to other forms of accommodation such as hotels lies in the fact that towels are not replaced on a daily basis. Valiryo deals with this situation, as it provides a more advanced method of drying yourself and avoids the use of the same towel which has been exposed and wet for several days.
The first warm air massage ever
A REVOLUTION IN THE WELLNESS INDUSTRY
Air therapy: an innovative concept in relaxation

A brand new concept has arrived in the field of personal relaxation through body care. Air therapy guarantees relaxation in the form of a full-body warm air massage. And only VALIRYO is capable of providing you with that on a daily basis.

A unique device on the wellbeing market

RELAXATION
VALIRYO is a unique relaxing experience. The air blown through its multiple vents caresses the skin, causing delightful sensations of relaxation. Its design promotes the personalisation of the experience through a number of temperature and power controls. Enjoying this experience after a good shower or bath will extend your moments of relaxation.

ADDITIONAL PLEASURE
VALIRYO is a satisfactory experience in itself. In addition to its relaxing benefits and skin care properties, the mere fact of being caressed by a warm breeze is a pleasure that should never be refused if you are given the opportunity. It is, for example, an extremely pleasant way of drying the body after a shower.

NEW, ORIGINAL AND SOPHISTICATED
A new experience has arrived in the wellness sector. New for the user and new for the wellness business. The attraction of VALIRYO is that it provides clients of this kind of service with something extra. There is no standard device of this type on the market today.

ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
It has a pleasant, sophisticated appearance and is easily adapted to the shower area of any bathroom.

EASY TO INSTALL
VALIRYO is easy, quick and safe to install, including in the shower.

Valiryo...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELAXES THE MUSCLES</th>
<th>IS A HEALTHY WAY OF DRYING THE BODY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMOOTHENS AND MOISTURISES THE SKIN</td>
<td>IS AN ADDITIONAL PLEASURE AFTER A SHOWER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Added value: the healthiest way of drying yourself

In addition to being a device geared to relaxation, VALIRYO is an excellent and healthy body drier. An entire ecological revolution.

**PRACTICAL**
You come out of the shower completely dry with no need to use a towel.

**HEALTHY**
Smoother and more hydrated skin due to the absence of friction with a towel.

**HYGIENIC**
Your body is not subject to the germs that stick to towels.

**ECO-FRIENDLY AND ECONOMICAL**
It reduces the environmental impact caused by washing and drying towels. The use of VALIRYO promotes energy and economic savings. 90% savings in relation to the use of towels.

**SPECIFIC**
Particularly recommended for people with reduced mobility and serious skin diseases.

**SAFE**
Prevents falls and slips in the shower when drying yourself.

... Moreover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVOIDS WEIGHT AND MOISTURE IN TRAINING BAGS</th>
<th>PREVENTS POST-TRAINING SWEATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAKES TOWELS UNNECESSARY</td>
<td>GUARANTEES BACTERIA-FREE HYGIENE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practical and technical information
The characteristics of Valiryo

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
Developed exclusively by the VALIRYO team, this is the only technology on the market to guarantee a uniform flow of air in relation to temperature and intensity from the upper to the lower vents.

DIFFERENT MODELS
VALIRYO markets different models of colour and texture designed for easy adaptation to any environment. The finishes can be customised for large orders.

ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE AND INTENSITY
The VALIRYO drying temperature rises up to 32 °C warmer than that of the environment. Users can choose from 16 different operating combinations during the drying process.

MOTION SENSOR FOR FULL AUTONOMY
If you choose to use this system, VALIRYO will turn itself on when you stand in front of it and turn itself off automatically when you finish.

100% WATER RESISTANT, VANDAL-PROOF AND ANTI-BACTERIAL PROTECTION
VALIRYO can be installed in the shower in total safety, as it is fully protected against the entry of water and objects. It features IP56 protection rating. Moreover, the product and fastening device are manufactured in a material that is appropriate for public use, and it features an anti-bacterial device for environments with high levels of moisture.
A UNIFORM AND EFFICIENT DRY
VALIRYO is equipped with 27 air vents designed to ensure a uniform and efficient dry. Besides providing a great relaxing experience, its design ensures a perfect dry with no need to crouch down.

INSTALLATION ON FLAT WALLS OR IN THE CORNER
VALIRYO markets different models of colour and texture designed for easy adaptation to any environment.

MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
VALIRYO requires no specific maintenance or cleaning. There is also no need to replace any type of filter.

The VALIRYO commitment
• To keep our clients informed on orders up to the delivery date.
• To deliver the VALIRYO model to the client within the agreed upon timeframe.
• To provide a 2-year guarantee for all manufacturing defects.
• To provide the shortest possible delivery times agreed upon in advance.
Technical data

• Voltage: 230-240 V; 50-60 Hz
• Amperage: 12 A
• Dimensions: 218 cm x 29,5 cm x 2,8 cm
• Weight: 9,8 kg
• Packaging weight: 2,1 kg
• Increase in ambient air temperature: up to 32 ºC
• Variation in temperature and speed between upper and lower vents: < 2%
• Drying time: ≤ 3 minutes
• Position: wall / corner
• Protection rating: IP56
• Operating temperature: 10 - 40 ºC
• Anti-bacterial treatment: silver ions
• Motor rpm: 5000 rpm
• Air speed: up to 100 km/h
• Nº of vents: 27
An innovative and committed company
Valiryo

Technological development as a response to day-to-day challenges

The Valiryo body drier is the flagship project and launch of an ecological company highly committed to the environment, health and universal accessibility.

R&D+I
VALIRYO has been exclusively developed in Europe by a team of internal engineers in partnership with the top technological and electronic development centres in Spain.

SOCIAL COMMITMENT
A commitment to social causes has always been our driving force. Our company has been received numerous awards in relation to ‘Social undertakings with the greatest growth potential’.

VALIRYO currently works together with two Special Employment Centres geared to generating job opportunities for people with intellectual and physical disabilities and sensory and mental disorders.

LOCAL MANUFACTURE
VALIRYO is manufactured exclusively in Europe, the result of the joint efforts of the top specialist companies in Spain. We believe in quality and guarantees as our company´s key values.

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
The VALIRYO project has enjoyed the financial support of ENISA, a public entity operating under the Ministry of Industry which actively participates in the financing of viable and innovative business projects. Furthermore, VALIRYO enjoys the support of the ICEX NEXT platform in the internationalization of the product, due to its growth potential and innovative design.

INTERNATIONALIZATION
VALIRYO has been designed for use throughout the world and, as such, has been patented and certified in compliance with the strictest global operating and safety standards.